Connect everything.
With anything.
Smart Converters + Plug & Play Network Solutions.

MADI
DIGITAL MULTICORE

ADAT
DIGITAL MULTICORE

AD&DA

HIGH QUALITY CONVERSION

All the pieces of the puzzle.
Ferrofish Pro Audio solutions have something unique in common:
They support all common audio protocols in high density devices with the smallest
footprint on the market and combine advanced reliability, sound quality and ease of use.

Live

2

Studio & Recording

Advanced Reliability

Sound Quality

Dual power supplies, dual
MADI, dual Dante I/Os with
auto switch-over in case of
any error.

Up to 192 kHz with all analog and digital
I/Os. Analog conversion with highly
professional specifications. Advanced
jitter reduction and made-in-germany
engineering, which brings everything
together.

Broadcast

House of Worship Sound

Analog. Dante. MADI. ADAT

Ease of Use

All important formats are directly built
into a single device, combined with
the highest I/O density on the market.

All features can be easily controlled
from TFT displays. The integrated
Smart Guide Help saves the study of
the manual.

The incredibly successful story of the German Pro Audio company
Ferrofish began when Jurgen Kindermann, former CTO of the renowned
audio manufacturer Creamware, decided to found a new company for
professional converter systems. From the earliest days, the primary aim
has always been to offer high quality solutions with the latest technology
and reasonable prices. The philosophy shows a typical German
approach: very purpose-build products, with a high engineering focus.
Located in a historical building in the scenic Linz on the river Rhine,
Ferrofish has assembled a dedicated and highly talented crew of
developers, engineers, musicians and audiophile enthusiasts. With a high
engineering approach and Made in Germany quality, the team´s desire
to create innovative and affordable products for practical applications
in the ‘real’ audio world is the driving force behind the manufacturer’s
continued growth.
Ferrofish has become known for robust build-quality combined with
an impressive sound and the highest possible amount of I/Os. This
is in evidence as soon as you use their products, like the A32 Dante
converter - the high density world champion. Besides MADI and Analog
I/Os, Ferrofish consequently supports modern Audio-over-IP network
eco systems with the Dante Plug & Play protocol.

Product Comparison
HIGH DENSITY LINE

A32 Dante

Analog

MADI

VERTO Dante LINE

A32

Analog

MADI

PULSE16

Analog

MADI

DX

PULSE16

Analog

MADI

MX

PULSE16

Analog

VERTO

MX

VERTO 32
VERTO 64 *

MADI

Audio Formats
ADAT

Dante

ADAT

ADAT

Dante

ADAT

ADAT

Dante

ADAT

Dante

Analog I/O

32 x 32

32 x 32

16 x 16

16 x 16

16 x 16

-

-

TRS 6,3 / D-Sub25

-/4x4

-/4x4

16 x 16 / -

16 x 16 / -

16 x 16 / -

-

-

ADAT I/O

32 x 32

32 x 32

32 x 32

32 x 32

32 x 32

-

32 x 32 / *64 x 64

Optical + BNC

Optical + BNC

SFP

SFP

optional via SFP

SFP + BNC

-

Dante I/O

64 x 64

-

64 x 64

-

-

64 x 64

-

Samplerate (max.)

192 kHz

192 kHz

192 kHz

192 kHz

96 kHz (192 kHz w. MADI)

192 kHz

96 kHz

Headphone Out

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

-

-

MIDI I/O

1x1

1x1

1x1

1x1

1x1

1x1

Analog 1 x 1

yes/ yes

yes/-

yes/ yes

yes/-

yes/-

yes/-

-/yes

1x1

1x1

1x1

1x1

1x1

1x1

1x1

SFP for MADI I/O

-

-

yes

yes

yes

yes

-

Power Supply

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

Display

4

4

2

2

2

-

-

Sharc DSP (FX-ready)

yes

yes

-

-

-

-

-

Routing Matrix

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

-

-

Hardware Jitter Reduction

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

-

-

NEW CV Option for outputs

-

-

yes

yes

yes

-

-

NEW +24 dBu Option for all I/O

-

-

yes

yes

yes

-

-

MADI I/O (64 I/O)

MIDI over MADI/Dante
Word Clock I/O
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HIGH DENSITY LINE

A32 Dante

A32

PULSE 16 DX

PULSE 16

PULSE16 MX

386

In + Out Ch.

A32 Dante
386 tightly integrated german-engineered channels
in a single smart audio solution.

Analog

ADAT

MADI

Dante

Internal Routing Matrix
Headphone Monitoring
Remote Control

2x
up
to

32

32

64

64

ANALOG I/O (D-Sub)

ADAT I/O

MADI I/O

Dante I/O

192 kHz

Redundant Power Supply

High Performance DSP

Phones Out

The A32 Dante is a worldwide unique solution to convert and route all important
PRO Audio formats with the highest possible I/O density in a single HU rack device. It
displays all I/O meters on four high resolution TFT displays.

The A32 Dante converts all 32 analog I/O with sample rates of up to 96 kHz from/to MADI
(= 16 channels at 192 kHz). The additional 2 x 4 ADAT ports can convert all 32 analog I/Os
with up to 48 kHz (= 8 Channels at 192 kHz - SMUX/4).

The incredible flexible converter provides 32 x 32 balanced analoge I/Os in D-Sub25
format with pro studio levels up to +20dBu – adjustable in 1 dB steps.

The A32 Dante incorporates a Word Clock I/O and a classic MIDI I/O for embedding signals
and remote control of the unit. On top of it: intuitive one-knob control, Preset Management,
Panel Lock and a powerful cross-format routing matrix (see next pages).

The A32 Dante is using the recent low-latency converter generation from Cirrus Logic. The
high performance converters capture and restore audio signals with all details, a highly
neutral frequency response and low distortion. Combined with a temperature-compensated
high-precision clock and the active jitter reduction hardware design, the 386-channel
behemoth delivers an exceptional detailed sound.
The device fits directly into scalable network infrastructures of the Plug & Play Dante
Eco System - with 64 I/Os. The powerful Dante control software allows the routing of all
channels freely within the network. Combined with the Virtual Dante Soundcard, the A32
Dante even turns into a powerful audio interface.
On the digital side, the multi-format device provides a MADI I/O with 64 bidirectional
channels – available as redundant BNC and optical fiber ports.

All in all the fan-less, small footprint Smart Converter breaks not only the world record for
the highest density of multi-format audio channels, but finally solves the efficiency puzzle
for all kinds of live and studio applications.



I can see hundreds of uses for the A32 both live and in the studio …
I have used many different analogue splitters and converters with differing results,
but the Ferrofish A32 Dante is a unit I will call on again.
JAM ES IV E Y, PRO TO O L S E XPE R T M AGA ZINE

MORE DETAILS
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A32 Dante

A32 Dante

MIDI

Inputs & Outputs

USB Connection (Type-B)
For Firmware updates (FPGA-flash),
plugin installation and remote control
from a host computer. With USB
conncetion the A32 Dante appears
as a MIDI device.

The back panel of the A32 is
identical, except for the missing
Dante Network connectors.

PRI

SEC

Network I/O (redundant)

MADI I/O: BNC + Optical SC

Word Clock I/O: BNC

4 x ADAT I/O: TOSLINK

Analog I/O: 2 x 4 D-Sub25

MIDI I/O

Two RJ-45 ports connect to any Dante
audio network. Simply connect a LAN
Ethernet cable (CAT5/CAT6) to the
primary port. The secondary port takes
automatically over in case of a network
error (Dante Port Redundancy).

Both MADI I/Os are working redundant
and support MIDI-over-MADI.

75 Ohm internal termination.
On/Off via display.

Each port transfers eight channels at a sample
rate of 48 kHz (= 32 In + 32 Out). ADAT port 4
is switchable to S/PDIF format with sample rate
conversion. With the reduction to four channels
per port at 96 kHz (SMUX/2), it is still possible,
to convert 16 I/O (8 I/Os with 192 kHz - S/MUX4).

8 channels on each D-Sub25 with
RME/TASCAM pin-format. -8 to +20
dBU (Gain in 1 dB steps).

For Remote Control. With installed
MADI option, it is possible, to embedd
or de-embedd MIDI signals into the
MADI stream (MIDI-over-MADI). The
kind of MIDI routing can be adjusted
via the display.

The optical I/O features a Multimode
Fiber SC connector. A Singlemode
version of the device is available.

High Performance DSP
The high quality analogue circuits of the A32 Dante
and A32 are accompanied by two DSPs. A powerful
Sharc-DSP with floating point calculation and 80 bit
wide accumulator processes the audio data with
unmatched accuracy.
The DSP performs routing, mixing and the analogue
gain/level settings – still providing unused
processing reserves. Future updates will include
high-quality Ferrofish DSP-effects, which are able
to process audio effects with high accuracy and
without latency.

Available Plugins:
• Video Clock Plugin
• Mixer Routing (Routing the one of the six sub
mixes, which are also used for the headphones
to an analog stereo output.)
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Setup Example

HIGH DENSITY LINE

Common Feature Set Page 1/2

Quality of Sound
High Quality AD & DA

The HIGH DENSITY LINE uses the most
recent low-latency AD & DA generation
from Cirrus Logic. The high performance
converters capture and restore audio
signals with all details, a highly neutral
frequency response and low distortion.

High Resolution Sound

The HIGH DENSITY converters work with
sample rates of up to 192 kHz.
The pristine sound quality is perfectly suited
for high-quality recording and playback of
critical material with high dynamics, like
classical music or jazz.

Remote Control
Integrated
MIDI Port

MIDI over MADI

High Precision Clock

The HIGH DENSITY LINE is driven by a highaccurate, internal low jitter clock. The sophisticated
design combines an advanced jitter reduction
circuit with a stable, temperature compensated
oscillator.
Clock Refresh: All digital data from the MADI,
ADAT and BNC ports are automatically processed,
resulting in the an ultra-low output jitter on all
digital channels of 50 to 100 ps.

Routing Matrix &
SubMixes
Integrated
USB Port

Integrated
Dante Port

The devices of the HIGH DENSITY LINE can be remote controlled with MIDI-based commands. The
RemoteFish Software on a host computer can use various connections to the device, including
MIDI, MIDI over MADI and the integrated USB port. Multiple devices – at a stage or in the equipment
rack – can be controlled via daisy chaining.
The MIDI connection can also be used, to control non-Ferrofish MIDI equipment in the studio rack or
on stage. The MIDI routing can be adjusted via the display.
If the host computer is connected to a Dante-equipped Ferrofish device, the device can be controlled
with embedded MIDI-over-Dante messages.

The internal matrix allows the free routing
and splitting of all Ins to all Outs in blocks
of 8 channels. All features are available via
the TFT display and easy to control with the
Ferrofish Smart Guide System.
The matrix is shown as a I/O grid inside
the ROUTING menu. The matrix and the
submixes are saved within the device presets
and can be recalled at any time.

Direct Headphone Monitoring
The headphone output on the front of the
HIGH DENSITY LINE allows it to monitor every
mono or stereo I/O or one of 7 submixes.
The headphones output works via an additional
stereo DAC. This way it don´t need another
monitoring device in the engineers bag to tap
into a pair of MADI or Dante channels.

FEATURES
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HIGH DENSITY LINE

HIGH DENSITY LINE

Common Feature Set Page 2/2

MADI

ADAT

Professional Digital Multicore

2 x 4 Lightpipe Connections

MADI is the industry standard for multi-channel audio at modern concert tours around the globe,
classical music recordings, theatres and music studios. Setups with several hundred channels in a
complex setup, including recording interfaces, mixing consoles and converters to all existing audio
formats, are easy to realize.

With an impressive array of 8 ‘Lightpipe’ ports in every device, the HIGH DENSITY LINE can integrate
a wide variety of studio devices or stage equipment. This way Ferrofish Smart Converters can convert
and split up to 32 incoming signals to and from ADAT (16 with 96 kHz / 8 with 192 kHz).

Thanks to the internal routing matrix with it´s submix capability, MADI signals can be freely merged
from channels of all other formats (Analog, ADAT, Dante) – and even from the MADI inputs.
Ferrofish consequently supports MADI and offers industry-leading products, like the HIGH DENSITY
SERIES, with seamless integration to other formats. 56- and 64-channel MADI formats are supported.
Ferrofish MADI devices provide a set of advanced MADI features:

UP TO
192 kHz

MADI DELAY
COMPENSATION

MIDI
OVER MADI

The optical ADAT ‘Lightpipe’ interface is still the most affordable way to transfer a variety of audio
channels. Originally designed for the Alesis Digital Audio Tape machine – hence the name – in
1991 it is reliable, standardized and still everywhere. Nearly all of todays computer audio interfaces,
hardware synthesizers, samplers and even mixing consoles include at least an ADAT port.
Like AES/EBU and SPDIF, the ADAT Lightpipe system is self-clocking — it carries an embedded clock
from the source device. Thanks to the optical connection, ADAT-linked equipment avoids groundloops and will not transfer harmful electrical spikes from one device to the next.

UP TO 192 kHz
(S/MUX4)

MADI signals are usually transmitted by two cable types: coaxial copper cables with BNC connector
over max. 100 m or optical fiber cables with SC connector over max. 2000 m (multimode format).
MADI singlemode setups allow distances of up to 40 km (Ferrofish singlemode devices and SFP
singlemode modules are available at request).

Smart. Guided. Control.
Up to four high-resolution TFT displays
provide complete one-knob control of all
features, e.g.:
• Detailed level information for all 2 x 32
analog signals at a glance
• Analog Gains
• Routing matrix, MIDI Routing, Submixes
• Headphone control, including source
selection.
• Settings (e. g. Clock, Termination, TFT
Brightness, Device Lock)
• Preset control (Save, Load)
The multi-lingual innovative on-board
contextual help allows it to use this high-tech
device, without reaching for the manual.
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SINGLE PORT
8 CHANNELS

UP TO 15 m

Dante is the fastest growing Audio-over-IP Eco
System, with countless compatible products from
more than a hundred manufacturers.
As a Layer 3 IP-based protocol Dante can work with
off-the-shelf network hardware. The usual in-house
GBit LAN is perfectly suited for any Dante application
with several hundred audio channels. Setting up a
Dante network is typically just a matter of plugging
devices into an Ethernet switch and connecting a
computer for channel routing and management to the
network.
A huge advantage of Dante is Plug & Play with
automatically recognized device names, combined
with the fabulous Dante software manager. With its
help audio signals can be made available anywhere
and everywhere in the network - even kilometres
away. Patching and routing down to a single channel
is done in software and not over physical wired links
and hardware routers.

2 x 64 Channels to the NET.
With advanced Plug & Play.

Dante-equipped Ferrofish devices deliver all the industry-leading features of Dante –
including 64 channels bi-directional transmission and port redundancy.
The Smart Converters can integrate isolated islands of Analog, MADI or ADAT equipment
to a Dante network or the other way around, e. g. adding a group of network devices and
analog devices to a MADI mixing console. Thanks to the internal routing matrix with it´s
submix capability, Dante streams can be freely merged from channels of all other formats
(Analog, ADAT, MADI) – and even from Dante inputs.
The integrated headphone output provides a very helpful feature: it can monitor ANY
signal in the Dante network, by simply routing it to the phones out. Unmatched flexibility!
Ferrofish systems are out-of-the-box compatible with any other Dante-enabled device.
It fits directly into the scalable network infrastructure – simply with the connection of a
common CAT5/6 cable. The device is immediately detected with all I/Os and automatically
configured. Every room with a Dante LAN connection can be used for recording or mixing
– just plug the converter into the network and start to work. The AES67 mode can be
selected via the settings display.

Dante Device
PLUG&PLAY

PRI

SEC

GLITCH-FREE
REDUNDANCY

Dante-equipped devices:
- A32 Dante
- PULSE16 DX
- VERTO MX

Dante provides ultra-reliable clocking via Precision
Time Protocol (PTP) and a sophisticated clock
master selection. It supports low latency operation,
adjustable from 150 microseconds to 5 ms (default:
1 ms for up to 10 switches). Dante includes a suite
of diagnostic tools, monitoring the network health
status, e. g. device latency monitoring, active clock
health monitoring, packet error reporting, and usage
statistics.
Besides the main body of audio packets, Dante
transmits control data. This way Ferrofish devices can
be remote controlled via the network.
Dante is developed and supported by Audinate - a
single company, which guarantees a standardized
solution and the ongoing compatibility of all Danteenabled products.

VIRTUAL Dante
SOUNDCARD

Ferrofish Dante-equipped devices integrate the global
Interconnection Audio-over-IP standard. It allows
Dante, Ravenna, LiveWire and plain AES67 devices
to exchange audio streams. AES67 is also part of the
global Video-over-IP standard SMPTE 2110.
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HIGH DENSITY LINE

A32 Dante

A32

PULSE 16 DX

PULSE 16

PULSE16 MX

258

In + Out Ch.

A32
The most affordable 32 channel Analog & MADI AD/DA converter with redundancy suited for live and broadcast use.

Analog

MADI

ADAT

Internal Routing Matrix
Headphone Monitoring
Remote Control

2x
up
to

192 kHz

Redundant Power Supply

High Performance DSP

For the back panel view
see page 8 (A32 Dante).

32

32

64

ANALOG I/O (D-Sub)

ADAT I/O

MADI I/O

Redundant Power Supply

The A32 is a worldwide unique solution to convert and route all important Pro Audio
formats with the highest possible I/O density in a single HU rack device: Analog, MADI
and ADAT – all formats with up to 192 kHz. The A32 is feature-identical to the A32
Dante - except for the Dante I/O.

Two independent ports support dual power supplies with automatic fail-over, allowing a
failed PSU to be swapped in seconds, even during use.

DSP with Plugin support

Analog Excellence

Two DSPs, including a powerful Sharc with floating point calculation and 80 bit wide
accumulator process the audio data with unmatched accuracy (see page 8).

The incredible flexible Smart Converter with the most attractive per-channnel-price on
the market provides 32 x 32 balanced analog I/Os with pro studio levels up to +20dBu –
adjustable in 1 dB steps. The fan-less A32 is using high-performance low-latency converter
generation from Cirrus Logic. Combined with the temperature-compensated high-precision
clock and an active jitter reduction hardware design the tightly packed 258-channel device
delivers an exceptional detailed sound.

Internal Routing Matrix, Direct Headphones Monitoring & Remote Control
The A32 provides free routing and splitting of all 192 Ins to all 192 Outs in blocks of 8
channels. Monitoring every mono or stereo I/O plus one of 7 submixes directly from the
front of the unit (see page 11). The A32 can be remotely controlled via MIDI, MIDI-over-MADI
and USB from a host computer via software (see page 10).

Redundant MADI I/O + Multi-Channel ADAT
On the digital side, the A32 is primarily designed for MADI. It provides a MADI I/O with 64
bidirectional channels – available as redundant BNC and optical fiber ports. Additional 2 x
4 ADAT ports (= 32 I/O) can convert all 32 analog I/Os with up to 48 kHz (see page 13). The
A32 incorporates Word Clock I/O and MIDI I/O for embedding signals and remote control.

Phones Out



Ferrofish has crammed an astounding amount of connectivity in 1U of rack space
… Perhaps more importantly in a device like this, the digital filter latency at base
sample rates is extremely low. the delay from an analogue input, through the A-D
and D-A, to an analogue output measures below 0.5 ms, which is very good.
HUG H RO B J O H NS, SOUN D O N SOUN D
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HIGH DENSITY LINE

A32 Dante

A32

PULSE 16 DX

PULSE 16

PULSE16 MX

354

Analog

In + Out Ch.

PULSE16 DX

ADAT

The Swiss-Army knife of audio.
Wherever high-end, multi-format conversion,
including network audio, is required.

MADI

Dante

Internal Routing Matrix
Headphone Monitoring
Remote Control

64
I/O

2 x 16
up
to

16

32

64

64

ANALOG I/O

ADAT I/O

MADI I/O

Dante I/O

The PULSE16 DX is the high-quality solution to connect and route a wide range of
Analog, MADI, ADAT and Dante equipment – with up to 192 kHz.

Analog Excellence
The PULSE16 DX uses the low-latency AD&DA generation from Cirrus Logic. The high
performance converters capture and restore audio signals with all details, a highly neutral
frequency response and low distortion.
All analog inputs and output are using balanced TRS jacks, and can be set independently
to levels between -8dBu and +20dBu in steps of 1 dB. Combined with the temperaturecompensated high-precision clock and an active jitter reduction hardware design, the
354-channel DX delivers an exceptional detailed sound.

A special +24 dBu version for all I/O, as well as a version with CV control at the
outputs is available.
Optical MADI I/O + Multi-Channel ADAT
On the digital side, the multi-format device provides an optical MADI I/O with 64 I/Os as
SFP module with LC connector. The MADI I/O supports daisy-chain delay compensation
and carries MIDI-over-MADI. The default Multimode SFP module can be exchanged with a
Singlemode module.

192 kHz

Flexible MADI SFP

Balanced Analog TRS

Phones Out

Dante Plug & Play Eco System
The DX adds 64 x 64 channels of Dante/AES67 to an already impressive array of various I/
Os – unique in this size and price range. The device fits directly into the scalable network
infrastructures of the Plug & Play Dante Eco System. The powerful Dante control software
allows the routing of all channels freely within the network. Combined with the Virtual Dante
Soundcard, the DX even turns into a powerful audio interface.

Internal Routing Matrix, Direct Headphones Monitoring & Remote Control
The DX provides free routing and splitting of all 176 Ins to all 176 Outs in blocks of 8 channels.
Monitoring every mono or stereo I/O plus one of 7 submixes directly from the front of the
unit (see page 11). The device can be remotely controlled via MIDI, MIDI-over-MADI or Dante
Network from a host computer via software (see page 10).

Analog I/O
The PULSE16 DX provides a unique flexible level setup for all analog inputs and outputs.
Every I/O can be set to a different sensitivity in a mixer like screen, directly on the display.
When the fader is set to 20, the output of a digital signal with 0dBFS will be +20dBu on the
analog input or output. -8 dBu on the lower end is close to the level of analog consumer

The integrated 2 x 4 ADAT ports can convert all 16 analog I/Os – even with up to 96 kHz.

MORE DETAILS
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PULSE16 DX

PULSE16 DX
Inputs & Outputs
The back panels of the PULSE16 /
PULSE16 MX are identical, except for the
missing Dante Network connectors.

PRI

PHONES STEREO TRS (FRONT)
Monitoring of every PULSE stereo/mono
I/O via the integrated stereo DAC.

SEC

Network I/O (redundant)

MADI SFP PORT

Word Clock I/O: BNC

4 x ADAT I/O: TOSLINK

2 x 16 BALANCED TRS

MIDI I/O

Two RJ-45 ports connect to any Dante
audio network. Simply connect a LAN
Ethernet cable (CAT5/CAT6) to the
primary port. The secondary port takes
automatically over in case of a network
error (Dante Port Redundancy).

SFP MADI module with pre-equipped
optical LC Multimode connector.

The PULSE16 DX can generate its
own high precision clock. It can
send this clock or receive a master
clock using a coaxial cable with 75
Ohm. Termination on/off can be
set via the display.

Each port transfers eight channels at a sample
rate of 48 kHz (= 32 In + 32 Out). ADAT port 4
is switchable to S/PDIF format with sample rate
conversion. With the reduction to four channels
per port at 96 kHz (SMUX/2), it is still possible,
to convert 16 I/O (8 I/Os with 192 kHz - S/MUX4).

Every I/O can be set to a different
sensitivity in a mixer like screen,
directly on the display. The level
setup ranges from -8 dBu up to +20
dBu in single steps of 1dB.

For Remote Control. With installed
MADI option, it is possible, to embedd
or de-embedd MIDI signals into the
MADI stream (MIDI-over-MADI). The
kind of MIDI routing can be adjusted
via the display.

Inputs & Outputs

gear (-10dBV = -7.78dBu).

Flexible MADI SFP

Dual TFT Display
Two high-resolution TFT displays provide detailed level information for all 2 x 16
analog signals – allowing the overview of the signal flow in and out of the unit.
The innovative on-board contextual help allows it to use the high-tech device, without
reaching for the manual. A panel lock protects against unauthorized or accidental
changes.

Device Lock
The front panel control – except the headphone screen – can be locked with a PIN
number. To lock the PULSE16 DX, simply enter the PIN in the display.

SFP (Small Form-factor Pluggable) is a specification for modular network transceivers.
SFP modules are easily and quickly interchangeable, making it easy to switch between
different transmission modes. Designed for small spaces optical SFP modules using
the LC (Lucent Connector) plug. Having half of the size of the common SC connector
LC is used in high-density applications.
At the moment Ferrofish offers different types of modules:
•
•
•

Multimode (default)
Singlemode (on request)
Mini BNC (on request)

Every PULSE16 DX has a fixed number (printed on the downside of the unit).
SFP MADI modules in Ferrofish devices:
•
•
•
•
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PULSE16 DX: MADI Multimode module
PULSE16 MX: MADI Multimode module
PULSE16: no module (can be installed at any time)
VERTO MX: MADI Multimode module

HIGH DENSITY LINE

A32 Dante

A32

PULSE 16 DX

PULSE 16 MX

PULSE16

226
In + Out Ch.

PULSE16 MX
The most affordable, high-quality MADI converter. Period.
An exceptional choice for recording, broadcast and live sound.

Analog

MADI

Internal Routing Matrix
Headphone Monitoring
Remote Control

ADAT

64
I/O

up
to

192 kHz

2 x 16
Flexible MADI SFP

Balanced Analog TRS

For the back view of
the unit see page 20.

16

32

64

ANALOG I/O

ADAT I/O

MADI I/O

The PULSE16 MX is the high-quality solution to connect a wide range of Analog, MADI
and ADAT equipment at the same time to a mixer or a computer interface.

Analog Excellence
The high-density converter provides 16 x 16 balanced analog I/Os via TRS and can handle
pro studio levels up to +20dBu – adjustable for every channel in 1 dB steps. The PULSE16MX
is using high-performance low-latency converter generation from Cirrus Logic. Combined
with a temperature-compensated high-precision clock and an active jitter reduction
hardware design, the 226-channel MX delivers an exceptional detailed sound.

A special +24 dBu version for all I/O, as well as a version with CV control at the
outputs is available.
Redundant MADI I/O, Multi-Channel ADAT and Word Clock I/O
On the digital side, the multi-format device provides a redundant BNC + optical MADI I/O
via SFP module (see page 21). The MADI I/O supports daisy-chain delay compensation
and carries MIDI-over-MADI. The default Multimode module can be exchanged with a
Singlemode module. 2 x 4 ADAT ports can convert all 16 analog I/Os – even with up to 96
kHz. The PULSE16 MX incorporates a Word Clock I/O and a MIDI I/O for embedding signals
and remote control of the unit.
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Phones Out

Internal Routing Matrix, Direct Headphones Monitoring & Remote Control
The PULSE16 provides free routing and splitting of all Ins to all Outs in blocks of 8 channels.
Monitoring every mono or stereo I/O plus one of 7 submixes directly from the front of the
unit (see page 11). The device can be remotely controlled via MIDI, MIDI-over-MADI or Dante
Network from a host computer via software (see page 10).

Dual TFT Display
Two high-resolution TFT displays provide detailed level information for all 2 x 16 analog
signals – allowing the overview of the signal flow in and out of the unit. The innovative onboard contextual help, much loved by Ferrofish users, allows it to use the high-tech device,
without reaching for the manual.

The 98-channel PULSE16 is identical to the PULSE16 MX but comes without the preinstalled optical SFP MADI module (see next page).

HIGH DENSITY LINE

A32 Dante

A32

PULSE 16 DX

PULSE 16 MX

PULSE16

98

PULSE16

In + Out Ch.

Quality Conversion. Most affordable.
It was never easier to upgrade the sound of your studio
with a single – highly affordable – device.

Analog

MADI

Internal Routing Matrix
Headphone Monitoring
Remote Control

ADAT

64
I/O

up
to

96 kHz

2 x 16
Optional MADI SFP

Balanced Analog TRS

For the back view of
the unit see page 20.
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32

ANALOG I/O

ADAT I/O

The PULSE16 is the high-quality solution to connect a wide range of Analog and ADAT
equipment to a mixer or a computer interface. Two high-resolution TFT displays with
panel lock option provide detailed level information for all 2 x 16 analog signals at the
same time.

Analog Excellence
The high-density converter provides 16 x 16 balanced analog I/Os via TRS and can handle
pro studio levels up to +20dBu – adjustable for every channel in 1 dB steps. The PULSE16 is
using high-performance low-latency converter generation from Cirrus Logic. Combined with
a temperature-compensated high-precision clock and an active jitter reduction hardware
design, the fan-less, 98-channel unit delivers an exceptional detailed sound.

A special +24 dBu version for all I/O, as well as a version with CV control at the
outputs is available.
Multi-Channel ADAT I/O and Word Clock I/O
2 x 4 ADAT ports provide full 16 x 16 channel operation – even with up to 96 kHz. The
optical ADAT ‘Lightpipe’ interface is still the most affordable way to transfer a variety of
audio channels. Originally designed for the Alesis Digital Audio Tape machine – hence the
name – in 1991, ADAT is reliable, standardized and still everywhere.
The PULSE16 incorporates a Word Clock I/O and a MIDI I/O for embedding signals and
remote control of the unit.
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64*
MADI I/O optional

Phones Out

Internal Routing Matrix, Direct Headphones Monitoring & Remote Control
The PULSE16 provides free routing and splitting of all Ins to all Outs in blocks of 8 channels.
Monitoring every mono or stereo I/O plus one of 7 submixes directly from the front of the
unit (see page 11). The device can be remotely controlled via MIDI, MIDI-over-MADI or Dante
Network from a host computer via software (see page 10).

* Optional MADI I/O
The 98-channel PULSE16 is identical to the PULSE16 MX
but comes without the pre-installed optical SFP MADI
module. The PULSE16 can be upgraded at any time
with an optical MADI I/O SFP module via the integrated
SFP port, turning the device into a full 226-channel
PULSE16 MX.
The upgrade adds additional features:
•

All 16 x 16 analog channels can be used and converted to digital MADI and ADAT with
sample rates up to 192 kHz. The ADAT ports can be used with 192 kHz (SMUX/4 = 2
channels each port = 8 channels).

•

32 ADAT I/Os can be used for conversion/routing from/to MADI.

VERTO Dante LINE

VERTO MX

VERTO 32 / VERTO 64

256

MADI

In + Out Ch.

VERTOMX

Dante

MADI and Audio-over-IP – seamlessly integrated.
Plug all 64 I/Os to the network. Just like that.

64
I/O

up
to

64
MADI I/O

<>

Flexible MADI SFP

64
Dante I/O

The VERTOMX is a high-quality solution to connect a wide range of MADI equipment
to a Dante/AES67 network with up to 192 kHz. The ultra-compact device is an
easy way, to “dantify” an existing MADI live or studio setup with 64 x 64 channel
operation. It can also simply turn MADI interfaces, like the RME MADIface series,
into Audio-over-IP computer interfaces.

Besides the two Dante network ports with fail-safe redundancy, the VERTOMX provides
two redundant MADI ports:

The VERTOMX delivers all the industry-leading features of Dante in a single compact
device. Including 64 channels bi-directional transmission and port redundancy of
both formats. It can integrate isolated islands of MADI devices to a Dante network or
add group of network devices to a MADI-driven mixing console.

64- and 56-channel MADI formats are supported.

MX

VERTO is out-of-the-box compatible with any other Dante-enabled device. It fits
directly into the scalable network infrastructure – with the connection of a simple
CAT5/6 cable. Connected to a Dante network, the VERTOMX is immediately detected
with all 128 I/Os and automatically configured. This way every room with a LAN
connection can be used for recording or mixing – simply plug the device into the
network and start to work.
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192 kHz

• a coaxial MADI I/O via BNC and
• an optical SFP module with LC connector.

If one Dante or MADI line is failing, the other one takes over – automatically, without
any noticeable sample or IP packet loss.
The VERTOMX provides an additional Word Clock I/O and MIDI I/O.
An additional rack mount kit is available.
The default Multimode SFP MADI module can be exchanged with a Singlemode
module.

VERTO Dante LINE

VERTO MX

VERTO 32 / VERTO 64

VERTO32

192

32

VERTO
64
VERTO

ADAT I/O

VERTO64

<>

256

In + Out Ch.

up
to

96 kHz

64
Dante I/O

The VERTO64 is a high-quality solution to connect a wide range of ADAT equipment
to a Dante/AES67 network with up to 96 kHz. The ultra-compact device is an
easy way, to enable Dante connectivity to an existing live or studio setup.
The VERTO 64 provides 8 ADAT I/Os – each with 8 channels – for 64 x 64 channel
operation. The converter features an additional Word Clock I/O and is easily remote
controlled via the network connection or MIDI.
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Dante

In + Out Ch.

Seamless integration of up to 2 x 8 ADAT devices
into the fastest growing Audio-over-IP Eco System.

64*

ADAT

Dantify your equipment. All of it! The VERTO64 is out-of-the-box compatible with any
other Dante-enabled device. It fits directly into the scalable network infrastructure
with up to thousands of channels – with a simple CAT5/6 cable. Connected to a Dante
network, the VERTO64 is immediately recognized with all 128 I/Os and automatically
configured. This way every room with a LAN connection can be used for recording or
mixing – simply plug the device into the network and start to work – with full Dante
fail-safe Two-Port-Redundancy.

Thanks to the impressive array of 16 “Lightpipe” connections, the VERTO64 can
integrate several studio devices or a loaded stage box into the Dante network. It
can simply turn ADAT-equipped devices, like the RME Firefaces or DIGIface, into fully
functional Audio-over-IP computer interfaces.

Thanks to the small footprint, any Verto converter fits easily into mobile setups and
can be always carried as Dante connection kit for complete stage boxes.

The VERTO64 delivers all the industry-leading features of Dante in a single compact
device. Including 64 channels bi-directional transmission and port redundancy.
VERTO64 can simply add Dante and AES67 connectivity to an ADAT audio interface
or converter. It can integrate isolated islands of ADAT devices to a Dante network.

* The VERTO32 is identical to the VERTO64 but provides only 32 ADAT I/Os (4
Inputs + 4 Outputs).

An additional rack mount kit is available.

VIRTUAL ORGAN



B4000+
The B4000+ combines the legendary unique
HammondTM B3 organ sound with modern
design and ease of use.

The B4000+ sounds great, whether you’re after a clean, church-style organ or a gritty,
swirling, biting jazz / blues kind of sound. Although compact, it packs tons of functionality
in, and provides a really authentic feeling Hammond experience, especially when used
live. Simply add a MIDI keyboard – or preferably, two.
The whole point of having a hardware Hammond module is to use the drawbars, and
here they’re excellent, with just the right amount of click and resistance. They respond to
whichever register you are currently in, and changing the sound on the fly is a joy, dialing
in different tonewheels as well as affecting key click, leakage and even mic position with
the other controls.
A SK AUD I O R E V IE W

Colossus. Reborn.
Hammond organs are towering over the 20th-century music like the ancient pyramids:
massive, potent-sounding, objects of worship, driven to the edge by legendary
keyboard wizards. After countless attempts to bring the sound of the original B3 in
an affordable digital hardware package, the B4000+ finally succeeded. Compared to
the efforts to maintain a real organ and deal with the incredible weight, the B4000+ is
simply a blessing. Built like a tank, the B4000+ tone module features 9 real drawbars.
With high-resolution endless potentiometer knobs, a TFT display and full MIDI control,
the B4000+ packs the authentic sound of the mighty B3 in a light-weight package –
ready to travel around the world in your shoulder bag.

9 Drawbars plus Pedal and Sustain Control: Feeling like a real musician. Again.

Based on the incredible processing power of a Sharc DSP and a Cortex 3 ARM, all the
features of the glorious ancestor have been modelled with the highest accuracy. Starting
with 91 tonewheels, including leakage and condition – digital “Clonewheels”. Adding full
polyphony, scanner vibrato, tube amplifier emulation with overdrive and – of course – a
convincing rotating LeslieTM speaker simulation. All of this makes the B4000+ an authentic
Hammond emulation, with full-bodied bass, defined midrange, and highs with the necessary
“scream” – just like a genuine electro-mechanic B3.

Everything reincarnated. Including all the “flaws”.

The B4000+ can even feed an external audio signal into the internal effect section, e. g. the
rotor and reverb effects.
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The B4000+ is equipped with 9 solid drawbars, identical in size and colors to the original.
The bars provide the realistic tactile control over all organ sounds. It´s a special and exciting
feeling to play the B4000+, which sets it apart from countless soulless sound modules.
The B4000+ allows it to connect up to two keyboards via the MIDI ports plus pedal and
sustain controllers for the full playing experience. The integrated Split Mode allows it to split
a keyboard for the upper and lower manual on two sections. MIDI data is also transferred
via USB. All incoming MIDI data is transferred via USB and can be recorded in a sequencer.

The B4000+ mimics the complete behaviour of the original perfectly through a complex
set of physical modelling algorithms. Even the flaws and odd characteristics are reborn in
greatest detail. Otherwise it would not be the real thing.
Example: On a Hammond B3, the mechanical triggering of the sound by the keyboard creates a noticeable,
rather ’spitty’ click. Initially regarded as an undesirable sonic artifact and touched down with a filter, the click
became a characteristic part of the Hammond sound over time. It even grew up to be pretty popular. Keith
Emerson was so thrilled by this sound, he amplified it with the help of a Marshall 100W stack for all eternity. The
B4000+ provides a built-in volume control for the “Click”, so it can be amplified directly in the box.

www.ferrofish-usa.com
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